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A B S T R A C T
A high-dimensional variable design space in optimization problems for tapered composite structures presupposes
a development of efficient computational techniques to improve the design efficiency and flexibility. In this
work, a mathematical model for optimization of tapered composite structures with buckling and manufacturing
constraints is developed, then a ply-drop-based global blending model (GBM) is suggested to address the layers’
addition/deletion and blending problems. Within the framework proposed in Part I of this work (Compos Struct,
2016, 154: 106-128), by incorporating the global blending model, operations of add-layer, exchange-blend and
sequence-adjustment are revised and enhanced. The GBM can not only characterize the global blending prop-
erty, but also guide the maximum blending design. Accordingly, the design framework is simplified, and its
computational cost is reduced significantly since there is no iteration of shape prediction and stacking-sequence
optimization procedure. An 18-panel benchmark problem is adopted to verify the enhanced design framework,
as compared with previous design results, the obtained better solution with higher efficiency implies its feasi-
bility and potential for effective design of tapered composite structures.
1. Introduction
Over the last two decades, application of composite structures in
engineering has become crucial for many engineering sectors thanks to
their high mechanical performance and reduction of manufacturing
cost. Development of numerical simulation techniques [1] and com-
putational optimization design methods [2] underpinned wide and
deep analysis of composites by scientists and researchers. Design of
composite structures with variable stiffness is a particularly difficult
problem due to their high-dimensional design spaces with different type
of variables. To reduce the design space, composite structures are often
divided into panels or regions [3]. The design process is moving from a
global structural level to a local (panel) level for varying loads trans-
ferring between parts. However, structural integrity is not only im-
portant for load transition between adjacent zones, but also the main
concern for manufacturing. So, a blending problem for variable-thick-
ness panels is important for design of tapered composite structures [4].
The blending requirement is a critical constraint for stacking sequence
design, since the stacking sequences of two adjacent laminates are in-
dependent variables. A challenging work is to achieve a minimum-
weight blended composite structure with an optimal stacking sequence
involving complex manufacturing constraints.
This challenging problem attracted many researchers. Efficient op-
timization techniques have been developed for various composite
components, e.g. a wing box [3,6,7], blade stiffened composite panels
[5,15], an 18-panel horseshoe [8–12,23–27], a wing skin structure
[19,20], a sailing boat [28], a vertical tail [29], a horizontal stabilizer
of F-16A/B [30], an aircraft fuselage [32], etc. Various heuristic algo-
rithms were adopted to deal with this problem, such as an improving
hit-and-run (IHR) algorithm [2], a genetic algorithm (GA)
[3–12,24,25,27,30,31], an ant-colony optimisation (ACO) [14], an
evolutionary algorithm (EA) [26,28,29], etc. Specific computational
techniques were developed for stacking-sequence design, especially
focusing on the blending issue: various parameterization techniques
[13,15,28,29], a backtracking method [16–18], an outer approximation
method for stacking-sequence design coupled with a level set method
for layer-shape optimization [32], a global shared-layer blending
(GSLB) method [20], a permutation search (PS) [21], and a sequential
permutation table method (SPT) [22], etc.
In order to achieve a blended structure, blending definitions were
proposed to characterize a continuity property of layers between ad-
jacent laminates as well as guide the blending design. In 2001, the term
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“blending” [2] was employed to ensure a capability for manufacturing
of multi-panel composite structures. In the same year, two continuity
measures were defined based on material composition and a stacking
sequence [3]. Later, a guide-based design concept was proposed with
inwardly and outwardly blending to maintain structural integrity [9].
Besides, a general blending definition was proposed for two adjacent
laminates [4]. Particularly, a patch concept and a graph-based para-
meterization concept are introduced in [28] and [29], respectively.
Apart from the above blending definitions, a manufacturing-cost design
concept considering manufacturing time and labour is introduced in
[30], with a cutting length and stacking area of layers in a tapered
composite structure being used as index to reduce number of prepregs.
The above blending definitions mainly characterize the blending
property between two adjacent laminates and, then, by extending the
layers to the overall structure, as a result, ensuring the blending re-
quirement and manufacturability. However, it is difficult for them to
characterize the overall blending property, since they are used as a
concept in the design process or as constraints in the objective function,
making them hard to guide the detailed blending design procedures.
Instinctually, ply drops are caused by thickness difference of adjacent
laminates, and further sequence design and manufacturing constraints
result in ply-orientation mismatches or stacking position mismatches,
leading to an increase of ply drops. The blending property is also related
to a weight penalty, the better the blending property the larger the
weight [3]. As expected, the definition of blending should not only
consider the blending property between two adjacent laminates, but
also a thickness distribution and a layer shape, which can characterize
the overall blending property.
In Part I of this work [23], a framework for design of tapered
composite structures was developed in terms of decomposition of de-
sign variables, in which a concept that extending layers from individual
panels to the overall structure is used to improve the blending property.
The design process was divided into global and local levels. At the
former level, a minimum thickness distribution, shapes of layers, ply
orientations of layers and an optimal stacking sequence were identified;
at the latter level, several design techniques were developed to improve
the blending property of the solution. Unfortunately, the blending
property of the design results cannot be assessed at the local level,
making some of the design process complex and hard to apprehend. In
this work, to assess the blending property and guide the design process,
a ply-drop-based global blending model (denoted as GBM) is proposed.
A key parameter – ply-panel continuity ratio is introduced as an overall
blending index, it is an average of panel continuity ratios (individual
panel blending index), in which thickness variation, ply drops and a
layer shape are accounted for. This model integrates the global blending
property and the manufacturing cost design concept [30] since the
cutting length of layers (ply drops) is included.
Generally, an optimal solution is a trade-off of weight, manu-
facturing constraints and blending properties to satisfy mechanical re-
quirements (see Fig. 1). Design stages often change from individual
Nomenclature
a, b panel dimensions
Aj adjacent panels set of panel j
Ci panel continuity ratio for panel i
C ply-panel continuity ratio
Dij bending stiffness
DN contiguity ply drops number between two adjacent lami-
nates
ei sum of lengths of all connected edges for panel i
Ek total length of connected edges for the shared layer k
Fx, Fy loads of panel
gj vector to characterize a layer dropped at panel j
G general ply drop matrix of a shared layer
Δh thickness difference between two adjacent laminates
lij length of connected edge between panel i and j
L length matrix of the structure
M number of candidate ply orientations
njθr ply number of layer θr in panel j
nj total ply number in half laminate of panel j
Δn total number of ply drops between two adjacent laminates
nikθ ply number of same shape shared layer Rkθ with ply or-
ientation θ in panel i
Nj total ply number of panel j
Numj number of successive layers with same ply orientation in
stacking sequence ζj
p, q numbers of half waves
P total number of panels
Q total number of shared layers in half of the structure
Rkθ the shape of shared layer k with ply orientation θ
si area of panel i
Sk area of shared layer k
Sg area of a global shared layer
t ply thickness
T thickness distribution matrix
Tr thickness distribution vector of ply orientation θr
ug panel number vector of a global shared layer
us panel number vector of a subregion shared layer
usk panel number vector of the shared layer k
usk set to record the panels covered by the shared layer k
U panel number shared-layer matrix
vij 1 or 0 to denote the adjacent relationship between panels i
and j
vijk 1 or 0 to denote the adjacent relationship between panels i
and j covered by shared layer k
vi j, vector to denote panel i is adjacent to panel j
vj vector to denote the adjacent panels of panel j
Vs structural adjacent matrix
V l layer adjacent matrix
W total weight of the structure
yj vector to denote the ply drops of panel j
Y ply-drop matrix to denote ply drops in a shared layer
zj vector to denote a layer covers panel j
Z unit matrix to denote a shared layer covers all panels
βr vector to denote the same shape shared layer with ply
orientation θr
β the same shape shared layer matrix
ζj stacking sequence of panel j
θr the rth ply orientation
θ ply orientation matrix
λcb buckling load factor
μk layer continuity ratio for shared layer k
ρ material density
Ω,j stacking sequence vector of panel j
Ω stacking sequence matrix
ω the same shape shared-layer-matrix
ωr the same shape shared layer with ply orientation θr
ωrkk shared layer k with ply orientation θrk
Subscripts
i, j panel number
k shared layer number/different shape shared layer number
r ply orientation number
rk ply orientation number for the shared layer k
x, y axial label
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panels to a global structural level [2,23]. In this work, the GBM is ap-
plied to the design of an 18-panel problem presented in [23], especially
at the local level within the add-layer and exchange-blend operations.
By taking advantage of the GBM, the layer shape prediction and
stacking sequence optimization procedures are performed only once
since the GBM can identify exact positions of added/deleted layers and
guide the exchange-blend operation of different ply orientations for
maximizing the blending property. As a result, the design process is
simplified and the computational cost is reduced.
The remainder of this article is arranged as follows. In Section 2, a
mathematical model for optimization of tapered composite structures
with buckling and manufacturing constraints is constructed. Based on
the mathematical model, the definition of a layer continuity ratio,
connected edges, a panel continuity ratio and a ply-panel continuity
ratio are introduced to construct the global blending model in Section 3.
Subsequently, in Section 4, the add-layer, exchange-blend and se-
quence-adjustment operations are revised and enhanced based on the
global blending model. Then, the original design framework is simpli-
fied and rebuilt in Section 5. After that, the benchmark 18-panel pro-
blem is optimized by employing the enhanced design framework in
Section 6. Finally, conclusions drawn from the present work are sum-
marized in Section 7.
2. Development of design model for tapered composite structures
In this section, the mathematical model of adjacent relationship
between panels, shared layers, stacking sequence matrix and thickness
distribution are constructed. Afterwards, buckling and manufacturing
constraints are introduced. Finally, the objective function of the tapered
composite structures optimization problem is presented. The purpose of
this section is to make preparations for the development of global
blending model in Section 3.
2.1. Mathematical model
2.1.1. Characterization of adjacent relationship between panels
To elucidate the definition of blending parameters in tapered
composite structures, a 9-panel tapered composite structure with each
panel in unit size (both length and width are equal to 1) and numbered
from 1 to 9 (see Fig. 2(a)) is used for demonstration of different para-
meters. The thickness distribution is given in Fig. 2(b). The total
number of panels is P, here P=9.
For a panel j (j=1,2,…,P), if panel i (i≠ j, i=1,2,…,P) is adjacent
to it, a vector vi j, is defined to characterize the adjacent relationship:
=
−
v
i
P
[ 0,0 ,... 0
1
,1,0 ,... ,0] .i j T,

  
 
(1)
Assume that the adjacent panels of panel j are in a set Aj,
=A i i j{ | panel is adjacent to panel }j , the adjacent panels vector of panel
j is defined as:
∑= ∈v v .j
i
i A
i j,
j
(2)
Thus, the structural adjacent matrix V s can be obtained:
= ⋯V v v v[ ]s P1 2 (3)
Since two adjacent panels i and j have symmetrical relationship for
the adjacent property, Vs is a symmetric matrix. Accordingly, the re-
lationship of every two adjacent panels of the 9-panel structure can be
described by the structural adjacent matrix [21]:
=
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
V
v v
v v v
v v
v v v
v v v v
v v v
v v
v v v
v v
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
,s
12 14
21 23 25
32 36
41 45 47
52 54 56 58
63 65 69
74 78
85 87 89
96 98 (4)
the elements vij (i, j=1,2,…,P) are equal to 1 or 0. If panel i is
adjacent to panel j, vij=1; otherwise, vij=0. For the 9-panel structure
in Fig. 2, non-zero elements vij in Eq. (4) are equal to 1.
Three kinds of layers are defined in a tapered composite structure,
as shown in Fig. 3:
A global shared layer – a layer covers all panels.
A subregion shared layer – a layer covers not all panels.
An individual layer – a layer covers only one panel.
Fig. 1. Trade-off solution for optimization of tapered composite structures.
Fig. 2. Tapered composite structure: (a) 9-panel structure,
(b) variable thickness ni of 9 panels.
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An individual layer is a special case of subregion shared layer.
If a shared layer dropped at panel j, according to the definition in
Eqs. (1)–(3), for any panel i adjacent to panel j, the vectors vi,j= 0,
thus, in the adjacent matrix of the shared layer the corresponding jth
row and jth column are 0. A tapered composite structure consisting of
shared layers with various shapes. The adjacent matrix of a shared layer
is determined by the panels it covers, hence, the adjacent matrices of
different shape layers are different. Therefore, a three dimensional layer
adjacent matrix × ×VP P Ql is defined to characterize the adjacent re-
lationship of panels in different shared layers, and assume that there are
Q shared layers:
where the shared layer number k varies from 1 to Q, and the ele-
ments vijk represents the adjacent relationship between panels i and j
covered by the shared layer k, which is 1 or 0.
2.1.2. Modelling of the shared layers
Considering symmetrical and balanced laminates in a tapered
composite structure. First, a shared layer that covers all panels in the
structure is defined by a unit matrix ZP×P:
=
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⋯
⋱ ⋮
⋮ ⋱ ⋱
⋯
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥
= … … = ⋯ ⋯
= …
×
−
Z z z z z j
P
1 0 0
0 1
0
0 0 1
[ , , , , ], [0, ,0,1,0, ,0] ,
1,2, ,
P P
j P j
j
1
1
T

(6)
where the column vector zj denotes the jth panel is covered by the
shared layer. To define the ply drops of a shared layer, another ply-drop
matrix YP×P is defined:
=
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⋯
− ⋱ ⋮
⋮ ⋱ ⋱
⋯
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥
= … … = ⋯
−
− ⋯
= …
×
Y y y y y
j
j
P
0 0 0
0 1
0
0 0 0
[ , , , , ], [0, ,0
1
, 1,0, ,0] ,
1,2, , ,
P P
j P j1
T

(7)
where the column vector yj denotes that the layer at jth panel is
dropped in the shared layer, which is represented by −1 in yj.
Combining Eqs. (6) and (7), a general ply drop matrix GP×P is defined
with its column vector gj to describe the panels covered by a shared
layer:
Fig. 3. Three kinds of layers: (a) global shared layer, (b)
subregion shared layer, (c) individual layer.
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= + ≠
= + = …
G Z Y G
g z y j P
0,
, 1,2, ,j j j (8)
For the column vector gj
= ⎧⎨⎩g
the layer covers panel j
the layer drops at panel j| |
1,
0,j (9)
where the general ply drop matrix G is a diagonal matrix with only 0 or
1. G≠ 0 means that the shared layer cannot drop at all panels
(otherwise the shared layer is non-existence). G= I (Z= I, Y= 0)
denotes a global shared layer without any ply drop.
Define a panel number vector ug
= …u P[1,2,3, , ]g (10)
It represents the panels covered by a global shared layer (P is the
total number of panels). Thus the panels covered by a subregion shared
layer is
=u u G.s g (11)
The jth element 0 in us denotes that the shared layer is dropped at
panel j. Suppose that there are Q shared layers in a tapered composite
structure, a panel number shared-layer matrix ×UQ P with its row vectors
usk are defined to characterize the panels covered by shared layers:
=
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⋮
⋮
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
= … … = … = …
×
U
u
u
u
u j P j P k Q, [1,2, , , , ], 0,1, , ; 1,2, ,
s
s
s
Q P
sk
Q
k
1
(12)
where usk denotes the panels covered by the kth shared layer as
defined in Eq. (11). Thus, the panels covered by shared layer k is ex-
pressed in a set:
= ≠ = …u u u k Q{ ( 0)}, 1,2, ,s s sk k k (13)
The new set usk contains all non-zero elements in vector usk. The set
usk is defined to characterize the panels covered by the shared layer k,
as shown in Fig. 3.
Assume that there are M candidate ply orientations {θ1, θ2,…, θM},
since each shared layer has M choices of ply orientations, a ply or-
ientation matrix θM×P is defined as:
=
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⋯
⋯
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
⋯
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥
×
θ
θ θ θ
θ θ θ
θ θ θ
.
M M M M P
1 1 1
2 2 2
(14)
For each shared layer, defining a same shape shared-layer-matrix
ωM×P with its row vector ωr:
∑
∑ ∑
= + ⋯
= + = …
=
= =
ω θG y
ω g yθ r M
[1 1 1 1] ,
, 1,2, ,
M j
P
j
r r
j
P
j
j
P
j
T
1
T
1
T
1
T
  
(15)
where the row vector ωr is the shared layer with ply orientation θr
(r=1, 2,…,M), and element ωrj=−1, (j=1, 2,…, P) denotes that the
shared layer drops at panel j. The shapes of shared layer ωr are con-
trolled by the variation of general ply drop matrix G. Assume that there
are Q shared layers with some different shapes, the kth (k=1,2,…,Q)
shared layer is ω rkk with ply orientation θrk and general ply drop matrix
Gk (corresponding gk and yk), thus a shared layer is expressed as:
∑ ∑= + = … = …
= =
ω g yθ r M k Q( ) ( ) , 1,2, , ; 1,2,rk r
j
P
j
k
j
P
j
k
k
1
T
1
T
k k
(16)
in the shared layer ω rkk , the variation of shape is characterized by gj
k
and yjk and the variation of ply orientation is characterized by θrk.
2.1.3. Stacking sequence matrix
Since there are Q shared layers with some different shapes and the
kth (k=1,2,…,Q) shared layer is ωrkk with ply orientation θrk, the
stacking sequence matrix ΩQ×P of a tapered composite structure is a
permutation of the shared layers ωrkk :
=
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⋮
⋮
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
= … = …
×
Ω
ω
ω
ω
r M k Q, 1,2, , ; 1,2, , ,
r
r
k
r
Q
Q P
k
1
k
Q
1
(17)
in which variable stiffness of individual panels can be obtained by
Fig. 4. Demonstration of stacking sequence matrix, in-
dividual panel stacking sequence, shared layers, contiguity
ply drops and simultaneous ply drops.
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= ≠ −ζ Ω Ω[ ( 1)] .j j j, , T (18)
The function ≠ −Ω Ω( 1)j j, , denotes that all “−1” are deleted from
the vector Ω,j. As a result, a new vector ζj is obtained. In addition,
detailed detection procedures of contiguity and simultaneous ply drops
are introduced in the section of manufacturing constraints and the
Appendix A.
2.1.4. Thickness distribution
By counting the ply number of different ply orientations in ζj
(j=1,2,…,P), the thickness distribution matrix TM×P is obtained (see
Fig. 1(b)):
=
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢
⋯
⋯
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
⋯
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥⎥
×
T
n n n
n n n
n n n
,
θ θ
P
θ
θ θ
P
θ
θ θ
P
θ
M P
1 2
1 2
1 2
M M M
1 1 1
2 2 2
(19)
where njθr is the ply number of layer θr in panel j (r=1,2,…,M; j=1,2,
…,P), the total ply number (in a half of the laminate) of panel j is
∑=
=
n n .j
r
M
j
θ
1
r
(20)
And according to Eq. (19), the thickness distribution Tr of ply or-
ientation θr is:
= ⋯ = …T n n n r M[ ], 1,2, ,r θ θ Pθ1 2r r r (21)
Eventually, for an optimization problem of a multi-panel tapered
composite structure, the objective is to minimize the weight
∑=
=
W ρts N
j
P
j j
1 (22)
where P is the total number of panels, ρ is the density, t is the ply
thickness, sj is the area of panel j, Nj (even number) is the total number
of plies of panel j and Nj=2nj. Note that, in each panel of tapered
composite structure the laminate is symmetrical and balanced.
2.2. Buckling constraint
The design objective for optimization of a tapered composite
structure is minimizing the weight (Eq. (22)) while satisfying me-
chanical and manufacturing requirements. A tapered composite struc-
ture is often under axial compressive loading. To save weight, it is di-
vided into individual panels with variable thickness. In each panel,
buckling is one of the main critical failure modes. In this work, buckling
of symmetrical and balanced laminates with even ply numbers, simply
supported on boundaries, under in-plane compressive loads (Fx, Fy) is
considered. The buckling load factor is [23]:
= ⎡⎣⎢
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + + ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠
+ ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠
⎤
⎦⎥
−
λ π D p
a
D D p
a
q
b
D q
b
F p
a
F q
b
2( 2 )cb
x y
2
11
4
12 66
2 2
22
4 2 2 1
(23)
where p and q are the numbers of half-waves along the x and y direc-
tions respectively. a and b are the length and width of the panel re-
spectively. D11, D12, D22 and D66 are the bending stiffness of the lami-
nate (D16 and D26 are neglected for an orthotropic plate), since they
depend on the stacking sequence ζj, the buckling constraint is
⩾ = …ζλ j P( ) 1, 1,2, , .cb j (24)
2.3. Manufacturing constraints
Based on the above mathematical model, the manufacturing con-
straints are considered for the optimization problem. Some new con-
straints for ply drops are added to improve the global blending prop-
erty. Due to the complex of the manufacturing constraints and by taking
advantage of the stacking sequence matrix, the procedures to detect
different constraints are introduced in the Appendix A.
CT1.Symmetry. The stacking sequence ζj (j=1,2,…,P) is symme-
trical about the mid-plane.
Fig. 5. Ply drop cases and measures to deal
with them: (a) and (b) contiguity ply drops
and after exchanging stacking positions; (c)
and (d) simultaneous ply drops and after
exchanging stacking positions; (e) and (f) a
combination of contiguity ply drops and
simultaneous ply drops, and after ex-
changing stacking positions.
exchanging the sequence of rows in the stacking sequence matrix Ω. 
Note that, in this work, only symmetrical laminates are considered, 
hence Ω is the stacking sequence matrix of a half of a tapered composite 
structure. The first row is defined as the outermost position and the last 
row is above the midplane. A simple example of the stacking sequence 
matrix is given in Fig. 4, which demonstrates the shared layers and the 
stacking sequences of individual panels. The contiguity and simulta-
neous ply drops are illustrated in the stacking sequence matrix in Fig. 4, 
which provides convenience for detection of ply drops in the structure.
In Ω, the column vector Ω,j is the stacking sequence of panel j, in  
which the element -1 means that there is no layer at this stacking po-
sition (ply drop), thus, the elements -1 should be deleted and the 
stacking sequence ζj of panel j can be obtained
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3. Global blending model (GBM)
In order to save weight, tapered composite structures are divided
into panels with variable thickness for varying loads, resulting in ply
drops between adjacent laminates and, therefore forming a dis-
continuous and variable shape of layers in the structure. The layer
shape is determined by its connectivity to the layer of its adjacent pa-
nels, which is controlled by thickness, ply orientations, stacking se-
quence and manufacturing constraints. The property of connectivity not
only ensures a continuous load path, but also decreases a risk of stress
concentration and delamination. Therefore, the connectivity represents
the important part of blending property of laminated structures, and it
should be considered in designing high performance composite struc-
tures.
On the other hand, from the manufacturing perspective, the fewer
the shared layers and the larger the area of the shared layers, the fewer
the stacked prepregs and the shorter the cutting length are required
[30]. Therefore, to save the manufacturing cost, the global blending
model proposed in this study also involves the effects of the cutting
length and the area of layers.
3.1. Global blending parameters
3.1.1. Layer continuity ratio
The design of a tapered composite structure tries to extend each
layer as much as possible to ensure its maximum blending property [2].
Thus, a bigger area of a layer results in a better blending property. The
layer continuity ratio μk is defined as the area ratio of shared layer k to
the global shared layer:
=μ S
S
,k
k
g (25)
where k (k=1,2,…,Q) is the number of shared layer, Sk is the area of
the shared layer k, Sg is the area of the global shared layer, and
∑= ∈S s .uk
i
i
i
sk
(26)
Here, si is the area of the panel i, usk represents the panels covered
by the shared layer k.
3.1.2. Connected edges
To evaluate the layer continuity ratio, ply drops of a shared layer
should be identified since they are the boundaries of the layer. The
connected edges are defined to characterize the ply drops. Definition of
the connected edges for the 9-panel structure is given in Fig. 6: lij is the
length of the connected edge of panel i and j (i, j=1,2,…,9), the ad-
jacent relationship of panel i and j is determined by vij in Eq. (4), and ei
is the sum of lengths of all connected edges for panel i. The definition of
length matrix L of connected edge for the 9-panel structure is
=
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
L
l l
l l l
l l
l l l
l l l l
l l l
l l
l l l
l l
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 14
21 23 25
32 36
41 45 47
52 54 56 58
63 65 69
74 78
85 87 89
96 98 (27)
Thus, the total length of connected edges for panel i is
∑= ∈e l v .i
j
j A
ij ij
i
(28)
Here, j is the number of panels adjacent to panel i, ∈j Ai. In Fig. 6,
since each panel is in unit size lij=1 and vij=1 (see the structural
adjacent matrix Eq. (4)), the length of connected edges for panel 3 is
e3= 2; similarly, e6= 3 and e5= 4. The total connected edges of a
shared layer k is determined by the panels it covers. Thus, the total
length of connected edges of the shared layer k is calculated through the
layer adjacent matrix V l:
∑ ∑= ∈ ∈E l v ,uk
i
i
j
j A
ij ijk
k i
(29)
where j is the number of panels adjacent to panel i and i is the
number of panels covered by the shared layer k. For instance, in
Fig. 3(a), a global shared layer covers all panels: E=24; in Fig. 3(b), a
subregion shared layer covers 6 panels: E=12; in Fig. 3(c), an in-
dividual layer covers only one panel, all the elements vijk in Vl are 0:
E=0. Instinctually, each connected edge corresponds to a ply drop and
it characterizes the blending property of the structure as well as the
shape of shared layer. The number of connected edges is defined for an
individual panel, but not between two adjacent panels, because con-
nected edges/ply drops vary within a connected layer and hence are
independent variables. To explain the definition, Fig. 7 gives a simple
Fig. 6. Definition of connected edges.
CT2.Balance. The number of ply orientations +θ and −θ should be 
the same in the stacking sequence ζj (j =1,  2,…,P).
CT3.Contiguity. No more than 3 layers with the same ply orienta-
tion stack together in the stacking sequence ζj (j =1,  2,…,P).
CT4. Disorientation. Difference between ply orientations of two 
consecutive plies should not exceed 45° in the stacking sequence ζj 
(j =1,  2,…,P).
CT5. Contiguity ply-drop number limit DN ≤ 2. As shown in 
Fig. 5(a), there are 4 contiguity ply drops between two adjacent panels 
A and B, the way to decrease DN is to exchange the drop layers to other 
stacking positions, see Fig. 5(b). This constraint is only imposed be-
tween two adjacent panels.
CT6. Simultaneous ply-drop limit. No simultaneous ply drops are 
allowed in the structure (see Fig. 5(c)). Similarly, the drop layer is 
exchanged to the other stacking positions (see Fig. 5(d)). Moreover, 
more drop layers should be adjusted for a combination of contiguity ply 
drops and simultaneous ply drops (see Fig. 5(e) and (f)).
CT7. Ply orientation mismatch limit Δ Δn h− ≤ 2. Where Δn and Δh 
are the total ply drop numbers and the thickness difference between 
two adjacent panels, respectively. There should be no more than 2 ply 
orientation mismatches between adjacent laminates, the way to deal 
with this limit is to adjust the proportion of ply orientations in one 
laminate and blend with the shared layers of its adjacent laminates.
CT8. Covering. The covering layers on the lower and upper surfaces 
should not be dropped.
CT9. Continuity layers. All layers of the thinnest panel must cover 
the whole structure.
The objective of the tapered composite structures optimization 
problem is to minimize the weight (Eq. (22)) while satisfy the buckling 
constraint (Eq. (24)) and the above manufacturing constraints CT1-CT9.
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example. Here, a blended layer 0 connects two panels i and j (see
Fig. 7(a)): if there is a ply drop between panels i and j (see Fig. 7(b)), the
connected edges are divided into two parts a and b, and belonging to
two layers 1 and 2 respectively. Subsequently, if they can be blended
with other layers at different stacking positions of its adjacent panel
(see Fig. 7(c)), such as connected edges a–a′ and b–b′, then two new
shared layers 3 and 4 are formed, leading to a new structure.
3.1.3. Panel continuity ratio
In a tapered composite structure, the layer boundaries are con-
trolled by thickness distribution, stacking sequence and manufacturing
constraints. Since the layer shape can be evaluated according to the
structural thickness distribution via the GSLB method [21], the max-
imum blending property is directly related to the structural thickness
distribution. Fig. 8 demonstrates the relationship of layers, panels and a
tapered composite structure. Considering a tapered composite structure
composed of individual panels with different thicknesses, each panel is
consisting of layers with various shape that cover multiple panels. The
relationship between the shape of layers and thicknesses of panels
should be involved to characterize the overall blending property of the
structure.
As aforementioned, a new global blending model for an individual
panel and the overall structure is developed, where thickness effects,
information of connected edges (ply drops) and layer shapes are in-
cluded. The panel continuity ratio is defined as
∑ ∑=
=
C n
n
E
E
S
S
· · ,i
θ θ
θ
k
ik
θ
i
k
g
k
g
M
1 (30)
where i (i=1,2,…,P) is the number of panel. ni is the total ply number
of panel i (half of the symmetric laminate). nikθ is the ply number of the
shared layer k with ply orientation θ in panel i (when k is varying from
1 to Q, nikθ =1 for each k), θ is the ply orientation and k is the number of
shared layers. Ek is the total length of connected edges of the shared
layer k and Eg is the total length of connected edges of a global shared
layer. Sk is the area of shared layer k and Sg is the area of a global shared
layer.
3.1.4. Ply-panel continuity ratio
As the overall blending parameter: the ply-panel continuity ratio C
is defined as the average of panel continuity ratios
Fig. 7. Illustration of definition of connected edges: (a) original layer 0; (b) drop layers 1 and 2; (c) new shared layers 3 and 4.
Fig. 8. Relationship between layers, panels and tapered composite structure.
Fig. 9. Information of shared layers for the 9-panel
structure.
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∑=
=
C
P
C1 .
i
P
i
1 (31)
Three factors employed in Eq. (30) are nikθ/ni, Ek/Eg and Sk/Sg. nikθ/ni
characterizes the thickness distribution, Ek/Eg provides continuity/
boundary information and Sk/Sg describes the size effect of shared
layers. For instance, the three factors of a shared layer that covers 6
panels in Fig. 3(b) are nikθ/ni=1/ni (i=2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9), Ek/Eg=12/24
and Sk/Sg=6/9. When all the shared layers are stacked in the struc-
ture, the panel’s continuity ratio can be evaluated. Algorithm 1 sum-
marizes the evaluation process of the ply-panel continuity ratio.
Algorithm 1: Evaluation of ply-panel continuity ratio
(1) Input all shared layers’ information (k=1, 2, …, Q): panels
covered by shared layers usk (Eq. (13)), the shared-layer adjacent
matrix Vl (Eq. (5)) and the connected edge matrix L (Eq. (27));
(2) Calculate the area Sk (Eq. (26)) and the connected edge Ek (Eq.
(29)) for each shared layer respectively, and save the connected
edge Eg and area Sg of the global shared layer;
(3) Evaluate the panel continuity ratio Ci (i=1, 2,…, P) from the
first panel to the last one with multiple ply orientations (Eq.
(30));
(4) Evaluate the ply-panel continuity ratio C (Eq. (31)).
Note that the ply-panel continuity ratio is only related to the shapes of
shared layers, but independent of their stacking sequences.
3.2. A simple example
The 9-panel structure with only 0° layers in Fig. 9 is adopted to
demonstrate the evaluation of the ply-panel continuity ratio. Since
some shared layers are with the same shape, we use Rkθ to denote the
shape of shared layer k, θ is the ply orientation. Here the subscript k
represents the number of different shape shared layers, thus the para-
meter nikθ is not equal to 1 in Eq. (30). For instance in Fig. 9, there are 10
shared layers with only 7 different shapes. The ply number of same
shape shared layer Rkθ is nikθ . The length of connected edges Ek, areas Sk
and the number of nikθ are summarized in Table 1. The panel continuity
ratio and ply-panel continuity ratio can be evaluated by Algorithm 1,
the results are given in Table 1.
A shared layer often covers more than one panel and layers in a
panel at different stacking positions belong to shared layers with dif-
ferent shapes. Thus, the panel continuity ratio Ci is controlled by the
number of shared layers and their shapes in the panel i. Fig. 10(a) gives
the relationship between the panel continuity ratio and shared layers.
According to Table 1, if a panel consists of shared layers with big areas,
its panel continuity ratio is big (e.g. panels 4, 5, 6, 8, 9); otherwise, the
panel continuity ratio is small (e.g. panels 1, 2, 3, 7). Consequently, a
thin panel (e.g. panels 5 and 6) consists of global shared layers or
shared layers with big areas has a good continuity property, which
makes a higher contribution to the overall blending property. On the
contrary, a thick panel (e.g. panels 1 and 3) with many ply drops has a
poor continuity property, making a lower contribution to the overall
blending property (see Fig. 10(b)). As shown in Table 1, the thinnest
panel 6 has the maximum panel continuity ratio (equal to 1), while the
thickest panel 1 has the minimum panel continuity ratio.
According to Eq. (30) and Fig. 10, if all shared layers are extended
to global shared layers, there is no ply drop in every shared layer and
each shared layer is with maximum area. Furthermore, it can be derived
from Eqs. (29) to (31) that a structure only consists of global shared
layers has the maximum ply-panel continuity ratio, which requires all
panels having the same thickness (uniform thickness structure), with
each panel’s continuity ratio being equal to 1. That implies maximizing
the ply-panel continuity ratio is equivalent to minimize the total
number of ply drops in the structure. The global blending model is
related to ply drops of each panel and hence it is effective to char-
acterize the global blending property of the tapered composite struc-
tures.
The above discussions indicate that the global shared layer has a
maximum contribution to the blending property of the entire structure.
On the contrary, an individual layer has no connected edges, but in-
creases thickness, thus, individual layers should be avoided if possible
(see Fig. 10).
3.3. How to use the global blending model?
The above example illustrates how the proposed global blending
model characterizes the blending property of a tapered composite
structure. Another important application of the proposed global
blending model is that it can guide the maximum blending design when
thicknesses of the structure are varying. When layers are added to (or
deleted from) the structure, there are several problems to address. First,
which panel the layers should be added to? It is determined by the
stiffness of each panel, insufficient stiffness leads to an add-layer op-
eration. After that, the other problems are:
(1) What kind of ply orientation should be chosen for add-layer op-
eration?
(2) Which stacking position is the best choice?
(3) Which shared layer the added layer should be blended with?
Table 1
Information of shared layers for evaluation of ply-panel continuity ratio.
Panel number
i
Thickness distribution ni Connected edges Ej and area Sj of shared layers Panel continuity ratio Ci
R10 R20 R30 R40 R50 R60 R70
k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
E k 24 18 12 4 0 0 0
S k 9 8 7 3 1 1 1
1 7 Ply number
nikθ of
shared layer Rkθ
2 1 1 2 – 1 – 0.4524
2 6 2 1 1 2 – – – 0.5278
3 7 2 1 1 2 – – 1 0.4524
4 4 2 1 1 – – – – 0.7639
5 3 2 1 – – – – – 0.8889
6 2 2 – – – – – – 1.0000
7 6 2 1 1 – 2 – – 0.5093
8 4 2 1 1 – – – – 0.7639
9 4 2 1 1 – – – – 0.7639
Ply-panel continuity ratio C 0.6803
Notations: for example, using Eq. (30): = + + + + =C · · · · · · · · · · 0.45241 27 2424 99 17 1824 89 17 1224 79 27 424 39 17 024 19 .
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The above three problems can be addressed by the proposed global
blending model. From the researcher’s perspective, the ply-panel con-
tinuity ratio is a “sensitive parameter” to the global blending property.
That is to say each time a layer is added, if the stiffness of the panel is
sufficient, the layer’s best ply orientation, stacking position and the
shared layer it blended with should maximize the ply-panel continuity
ratio C to improve the global blending property. However, the appli-
cation of the global blending model requires another two design tech-
niques: add-layer and exchange-blend operations, which will be in-
troduced in the next section.
4. Application of global blending model in blending design
Since there are multiple choices of ply orientations between ad-
jacent laminates in a tapered composite structure, the blending problem
is complicated and tough to deal with. The proposed GBM can not only
assess the global blending property, but also guide the blending design
process. The application of the GBM in blending design are combined
with add-layer and exchange-blend operations:
(1) It can identify the exact stacking position when add (delete) a layer.
(2) It can determine which ply orientation should be exchanged, and
which shared layer should be blended with.
In these two operations, the first concern is about a kind of ply
orientations chosen for adding/exchanging, the second concern is about
a shared layer that identified for the new added/exchanged layer to
blend with. The stacking position of the new added/exchanged layer is
determined by the original shared layer it blend with. Thanks to the
GBM, these two operations are coupled together to find the maximum
blending design. Additionally, to obtain the maximum blending prop-
erty, the manufacturing constraints CT3 to CT4 are released in add-
layer and exchange-blend operations, and they are taken into account
together with CT5 and CT6 in a sequence-adjustment operation. In
what follows, the GBM based add-layer, exchange-blend and sequence-
adjustment operations are introduced.
4.1. Add-layer operation
Sometimes, layers are added to increase stiffness of individual pa-
nels to satisfy buckling constraint, or to adjust the proportion of ply
orientations to satisfy ply orientation mismatch constraint CT7. Here,
the ply orientations of added layers are limited to 0° or 90°, thus the
balance requirement is released for the add-layer operation and,
Fig. 10. Relationship of thickness, shared layers and continuity property: (a) evaluation process of ply-panel continuity ratio; (b) thickness effect on the continuity property.
Fig. 11. Add-layer operation: (a) Case 1; (b) Case 2.
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therefore, there are only two cases for adding a layer:
Case 1: Add as an individual layer θ.
Case 2: Add to a stacking position and blend to the original layer.
The ply orientation of the add layer is denoted by θ, θ=0° or 90°.
Fig. 11 depicts the two cases, in which value in red is the added layer,
the row in grey is the new layer and the empty stacking positions are
ply drops. To maximize the global blending property, in Case 2, if
multiple shared layers are available for blending, the one with max-
imum ply-panel continuity ratio C is selected for the add-layer opera-
tion. The add-layer algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2. Note that
ply-panel continuity ratio C is only related to the shape of shared layers
in the structure. Hence, in case 1 the individual layer is always inserted
at outermost stacking position without violation of constraints, while in
case 2 the added layer is blended with a shared layer at its original
stacking position.
Algorithm 2: Add-layer operation
(1) For the panel i (panel i is with insufficient stiffness), choose a ply
orientation θ from 0° or 90°.
(2) Case 1: Insert the layer as an individual layer and evaluate the
ply-panel continuity ratio C and save it, also save the
corresponding Ω and reset it. Find the adjacent panels j of panel i
according to Eq. (4).
(3) Case 2: Identify a shared layer with ply orientation θ that covers
the adjacent panel j but drops at panel i, add the layer and blend
with the shared layer. Evaluate the ply-panel continuity ratio C
and save it. Save the corresponding Ω and reset it.
(4) If more than one shared layers are available for blending in (3),
repeat (3) for all possible shared layers. Choose and save the one
with maximum ply-panel continuity ratio C with its
corresponding stacking sequence matrix Ω.
(5) Compare the ply-panel continuity ratios for Case 1 and 2, select
and save the one with the maximum ply-panel continuity ratio C
with its corresponding stacking sequence matrix Ω.
(6) Repeat the above procedures for those panels whose stiffnesses
are insufficient.
4.2. Exchange-blend operation
Since only 0° or 90° layers are added in the add-layer operation, to
improve the global blending property, some of them are exchanged and
blended to bigger shared layers. There are 5 cases for different ply or-
ientations to exchange to another one:
± → ± ≠ ≠
→ ±
→ ±
± →
± →
⎫
⎬
⎪
⎭⎪
≠
θ θ θ θ θ θ
θ
θ
θ
θ
θ
(1) , ; ,
(2) 0
(3) 90
(4) 90
(5) 0
0,90
1 2 1 2 1 2
2
2
2
2 (32)
To demonstrate the exchange-blend operation, in Fig. 12: consider
the exchange-blend operation between two adjacent panels 3 and 4
(two blue columns), if two 90° layers (values in red in Fig. 12(a)) in
panel 4 are exchanged to another ply orientation to improve the
blending property, there are multiple choices since in panel 3 there are
four candidate ply orientations± 30°,± 45°,± 60°, ± 75° to blend
with. However, some of them are originally global shared layers
(± 45°, ± 60°), only± 75°/± 30° are available for exchange-blend
operation. In panel 4, two 90° layers (values in red in Fig. 12(a)) are
exchanged to a pair of± 75°/± 30° layers (in orange background in
Fig. 12(b) and (c), respectively). Still, it is necessary to assess which one
is better for improving the blending property. The ply-panel continuity
ratio is calculated to make the decision. Obviously, case 2 (② in
Fig. 12(c)) is the better one since the area of the new shared layer (rows
in grey) is bigger and, hence, has a bigger ply-panel continuity ratio.
For the whole structure, between every two adjacent panels, all ply
orientations in one panel should be detected for exchange-blend op-
eration associated with the ply orientations in its adjacent panel. After
each exchange-blended operation, the ply-panel continuity ratio is
evaluated. The stacking sequence with maximum ply-panel continuity
ratio is saved for further operation.
Detailed algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 3
Algorithm 3: Exchange-blend operation
for i=1:P
Find θ1 of panel i and θ2 of its adjacent panel j, θ1≠θ2.
for k=1:Q
In panel i, find the row numbers of± θ1 and± θ2,
respectively. Then delete the
original± θ1 and exchange to± θ2, finally blend to the new
shared layers with± θ2 at
the stacking positions of± θ2. After blending, calculate the
buckling load factor
λcb(ζi) and the ply-panel continuity ratio C.
if λcb(ζi)> 1
Fig. 12. Exchange-blend operation: (a) two choices of exchange operation; (b) two 90° layers are exchanged to a pair of± 75° layers; (c) two 90° layers are exchanged to a pair of± 30°
layers.
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Algorithm 3: Exchange-blend operation
Save the ply-panel continuity ratio C and the stacking
sequence matrix Ω.
else
Reset the Ω.
end if
end for
Choose the maximum ply-panel continuity ratio C with its
corresponding stacking
sequence matrix Ω.
end for
4.3. Sequence-adjustment operation
Note that in the above two operations, the manufacturing con-
straints CT3 and CT4 were released to obtain the maximum blending
property. In this section, the manufacturing constraints CT3 to CT6 are
involved in the sequence-adjustment operation.
However, these constraints are difficult to consider simultaneously,
to simplify the design procedure, the sequence-adjustment operation
first checks the stacking position only violates CT3 or CT4 in Ω. If a
layer in an individual panel violates the constraints CT3 or CT4, the
layer based shared layer is adjusted to another stacking position, which
is changing from the outermost to the mid-plane. The first stacking
position that not violates the constraints CT3 or CT4 is saved for further
operation.
The way to reduce the contiguity and simultaneous ply drops is
more complicated when involves the previous two constraints CT3 and
CT4. For one shared layer, the total number of contiguity ply drops is
related to the up and down shared layers that cover all the ply drops of
the current shared layer, thus the constraints CT5 can only be satisfied
gradually, which requires adjustment of multiple shared layers. For
instance, in Fig. 13, the constraints are checked sequentially: assume
that the shared layer ωr33 (the shared layer with yellow arrow in
Fig. 13(a)) is adjusted, first obtain the total number of contiguity ply
drops (Eq. (A.4)) of the shared layer ωr33 at its stacking position. Since it
covers panels 2 and 3, the total number of contiguity ply drops is the
sum of the number of contiguity ply drops of panels 2 and 3, which is
related to the up and down shared layers of the current shared layer ωr33
(see Fig. 13(a)): in panel 2 the number of contiguity ply drops is 5 (sum
of the black arrows on two edges of panel 2), while in panel 3 the
number of contiguity ply drops is 6 (sum of the black arrows on one
edge of panel 3). Thus, the total number of contiguity ply drops of the
shared layer ωr33 is 11. Then delete the shared layer ωr
3
3 , the constraints
CT3 and CT4 for individual panels’ stacking sequences ζ2 and ζ3 should
be checked for panels 2 and 3 respectively. If the constraints CT3 and
CT4 are satisfied, insert the shared layer ωr33 to another stacking posi-
tion (see Fig. 13(b)), and recheck the constraints CT3 to CT4 for ζ2 and
ζ3 respectively. If constraints CT3 and CT4 are satisfied, evaluate the
buckling load factors of panels 2 and 3 and ensure they are bigger than
one. Simultaneously, after the shared layer ωr33 is adjusted, count the
total number of contiguity ply drops at the current stacking position
and make sure that the number of contiguity ply drops (or the si-
multaneous ply drops) at the current stacking position is decreased after
adjustment. As can be seen in Fig. 13(b), for the shared layer ωr33 at the
current position, the total number of contiguity ply drops is 6 (since
laminates are symmetrical about the mid-plane), which is smaller than
11 when ωr33 is at its original stacking position (Fig. 13(a)). However, in
panel 3, number of contiguity ply drops is 5 after adjustment
(Fig. 13(b)), which violates constraint CT5. That implies multiple
shared layers should be adjusted to satisfy constraint CT5. For all
subregion shared layers, the above sequence adjustment procedures are
performed, each time a subregion shared layer is deleted at its original
stacking position and inserted from the outermost to the mid-plane. The
best inserted stacking position with a minimum total number of con-
tiguity ply drops is chosen, and its corresponding stacking sequence is
saved for further operation. Within the adjustment of subregion shared
Fig. 13. Sequence-adjustment process: (a) count the total number of contiguity ply drops of the shared layer ωr3
3 and delete it; (b) after sequence adjustment, recheck the constraints CT3
and CT4 and ensure the total number of contiguity ply drops is decreased at the current stacking position compare to that of its original stacking position.
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layers, the constraints CT5 and CT6 are satisfied gradually. Note that,
the sequence-adjustment operation is only performed for the subregion
shared layers, but not for the global shared layers. The detailed algo-
rithm is given in Algorithm 4: if vio_CTi is equal to 1, the constraint CTi
is violated in the sequence-adjustment operation.
Algorithm 4: Sequence-adjustment operation
k=1; Success_sign1=0; Success_sign2=0;
while k≤Q
for i=1:P
Fig. 14. The enhanced tapered composite structures design framework, TCSDF.
Fig. 15. 18-panel problem: (a) geometry, loads (all loads in lbf/in; 1lbf/in=175.127 N/m) and sections along x and y axial; (b) legend of ply orientations.
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Algorithm 4: Sequence-adjustment operation
Check the constraints CT3 and CT4 for the ζi and Ωki,
respectively.
if vio_CT3==1|| vio_CT4==1
for r= k+1:Q || r=2:-1:k-1
Insert the shared layer ω rkk to the stacking position r.
Check the
constraints CT3 and CT4 for the ζi and Ωri, respectively,
and calculate
λcb(ζi).
if vio_CT3==0&&vio_CT4==0&&λcb(ζi)> 1
Save the stacking sequence matrix Ω and the row
number r in an array
ban_num.
Success_sign1=1;
break;
end if
end for
if Success_sign1==1
k= k+1;
break;
Algorithm 4: Sequence-adjustment operation
else
k= k+1;
end if
else
k= k+1;
end if
end for
end while
k=1; delete_sign=0;
while k≤Q
Ensure k is not in the array ban_num.
Obtain the total number of contiguity ply drops for the shared
layer ω rkk , then
delete the shared layer ω rkk at stacking position k. Save the
stacking sequence
matrix Ω and get usk.
for i=1:length(usk)
Check the constraints CT4 for the Ωki.
if vio_CT4≠1
delete_sign=1;
Fig. 16. Design results of first five steps in TCSDF: (a) minimum thickness distribution with individual stacking sequences; (b) stacking sequence after GSLB and ply orientation
identification; (c) stacking-sequence optimization results.
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Algorithm 4: Sequence-adjustment operation
else
delete_sign=0;
k= k+1;
end if
end for
If delete_sign==1
for r= k+1:Q || r=2:-1:k-1
Algorithm 4: Sequence-adjustment operation
Insert the shared layer ω rkk to the stacking position r.
for i=1:length(usk)
Check the constraints CT3, CT4, CT5 and CT6 for the ζi and
Ωki, and evaluate
λcb(ζi).
if (vio_CT3≠1&&vio_CT4≠1)&&(vio_CT5≠1|| vio_CT6≠1)&
&λcb(ζi)> 1
Fig. 17. First loop of (a) add-layer to improve stiffnesses of panels, (b) exchange-blend to improve global blending property and (c) sequence-adjustment to decrease contiguity ply drops;
(d) Optimal solution 1.
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Algorithm 4: Sequence-adjustment operation
Success_sign2= Success_sign2+1;
Save the stacking sequence matrix Ω;
end if
end for
if Success_sign2== length(usk)
adjust_sign =1;
Obtain the total number of contiguity ply drops of the shared
layer ω rkk ;
k= k+1;
Algorithm 4: Sequence-adjustment operation
else
adjust_sign =0;
end if
end for
if adjust_sign ==1
Choose the best inserted stacking position with a minimum total
number of contiguity ply drops, then update the stacking
sequence matrix Ω and its corresponding λcb, finally add the
insert stacking position to the array ban_num;
else
Fig. 18. Second loop of (a) add-layer to improve stiffnesses of panels, (b) exchange-blend to improve global blending property and (c) sequence-adjustment to decrease contiguity ply
drops; (d) Optimal solution 2.
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Algorithm 4: Sequence-adjustment operation
k= k+1;
end if
end if
end while
5. Enhanced design framework
Based on the GBM and the above three operations, the design fra-
mework presented in Part I of this work is simplified and enhanced, as
shown in Fig. 14. At the global level [23], the initial five steps are the
same with that of Part I of this work: (i) the MSPT, (ii) prediction of
minimum thickness distribution, (iii) layer shape prediction, (iv) ply
orientation identification and (v) stacking sequence optimization.
Subsequently, at the local level, the add-layer, exchange-blend and
sequence-adjustment operations are revised and improved, with the
GBM used in the first two operations for identifying the best stacking
positions of layers to maximize the global blending property. The en-
hanced tapered-composite-structure design framework is named as
TCSDF.
As compared to the original design framework, the GSLB method
and stacking-sequence optimization procedure are performed only once
in the design process. In Fig. 14, at the global level, the shapes, ply
orientations of shared layers and stacking sequence are identified, in
which constraints CT1, CT2, CT8 and CT9 are satisfied. Then at the
local level, the add-layer, exchange-blend and sequence-adjustment
operations are performed twice: in the first loop, the panels that violate
buckling constraint are selected for add-layer operation, and constraints
CT3 to CT6 are satisfied in exchange-blend and sequence-adjustment
operations. However, after the first loop, some panels may violate the
ply orientation mismatch constraint CT7, thus, in the second loop,
layers are added to these panels by add-layer operation and the
blending property is further improved by exchange-blend and se-
quence-adjustment operations.
Furthermore, the more manufacturing constraints are served, the
heavier structure is anticipated. Therefore, layers are added for dif-
ferent reasons: the buckling constraint or the manufacturing con-
straints. The final optimal solution is a trade-off between constraints
and weight, which is controlled by the designer. In this work, we try to
achieve an perfectly blended optimal solution that can fully satisfy all
manufacturing constraints.
6. Numerical results
The TCSDF is implemented for the 18-panel problem [23] (see
Fig. 15(a)), in which panels are symmetrical and balanced laminates
with even ply number. Candidate ply orientations are set as
{0°, ± 15°, ± 30°, ± 45°,± 60°,± 75°, 90°}, see Fig. 15(b). The mate-
rial is graphite/epoxy IM7/8552 with properties E1= 141 GPa (20.5
Msi), E2= 9.03 GPa (1.31 Msi), G12= 4.27 GPa (0.62 Msi), ν12= 0.32
and ply thickness is t=0.191mm (0.0075 in). In the design results
given in Figs. 16–18, the elements corresponding to -1 in the stacking
sequence matrix Ω are deleted. The detailed design process please refer
the Supplementary Material. The main design procedures and results
are summarized as follows.
The first five steps of the TCSDF are the same with that of Part I and
the design results are summarized in Fig. 16. Fig. 16(a) presents the
minimum thickness distribution of the structure by setting the best ply
orientation of each panel in individual panel, where the balance re-
quirement is satisfied. Fig. 16(b) gives the stacking sequence after shape
and ply orientation identification. Fig. 16(c) is the result of stacking
sequence optimization. The constraints CT1 to CT4, CT8 and CT9 are
satisfied in Fig. 16(c), however, to obtain the lightweight structure,
some panels violate buckling constraint, as shown in Table 2 (values in
red). Therefore, the add-layer, exchange-blend and sequence adjust-
ment operations are performed in terms of the GBM to design the
structure. Results are given in Fig. 17: in Fig. 17(a), layers (values in
red) are added as individual layers or blended with the original shared
layer in panels 1, 3, 4, 7, 10, 15 and 17 respectively. Subsequently, in
Fig. 17(b), some layers (red crosses) are exchanged and blended (the
layers in orange) to big shared layers in panels 3, 4, 6, 7, 13, 16 and 17
(in the black dashed box), respectively. Finally, in Fig. 17(c), due to the
increase of buckling load factors in some panels, the stacking sequence
is adjusted by inserting small shared layers (rows in grey) between
bigger ones considering the manufacturing constraints CT3 to CT6
(layers in the red dashed box violate CT4). The optimal solution 1 is
given in Fig. 17(d) with corresponding cross-sections in
Fig. 19(a) and (c), and buckling load factors and number of plies in
Table 2. However, solution 1 cannot satisfy constraints CT5 to CT7,
since the ply orientations of panels 8, 16 and 18 are limited by buckling
load factors (see Table 2), results in lots of ply orientation mismatches
between adjacent panels {7,8}, {12,16} and {17,18} respectively, see
Fig. 19(c). Accordingly, based on the TCSDF, layers are added to panels
8, 16 and 18: the operations of add-layer, exchange-blend and sequence
adjustment are implemented once more, results are given in Fig. 18.
The optimal solution 2 is shown in Fig. 18(d) with corresponding cross-
sections in Fig. 19(b) and (d), and the buckling load factors and num-
bers of plies in Table 2. In Fig. 19, the blending property of solution 2 is
apparently improved compared to that of solution 1, especially between
panels {7,8}, {12,16} and {17,18}. All manufacturing constraints are
satisfied in solution 2: there is only one position with two (DN=2)
contiguity ply drops (see Fig. 19(b)), and all other contiguity ply-drop
numbers between adjacent panels are equal to 1.
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Table 2
Variation of buckling load factors with corresponding thicknesses.
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To demonstrate the important effect of the GBM applied in the de-
sign process, the variation of ply-panel continuity ratio is depicted in
Fig. 20: here green lines denote the add-layer operation with each point
representing the ply-panel continuity ratio after a layer is added. Since
the layers are added as individual layers or blend to original shared
layers, the ply-panel continuity ratio decreases due to the thickness
increase in panels in the add-layer operations. The red lines denote the
exchange-blend operation with each point representing the ply-panel
continuity ratio after layers are exchanged and blended. Since layers
were deleted, exchanged and finally blended to big shared layers
without thickness variation, the ply-panel continuity ratio increases in
the exchange-blend operation. Note that, each point in Fig. 20 is chosen
from several candidate points with maximum ply-panel continuity
ratio, the eliminated points are not drawn in Fig. 20.
The final optimal solution 2 is compared with the results obtained
by other researchers in the last 3 years (in Table 3), in which the total
ply number of each panel is even. In Table 3, the weight of the present
solution is the minimum and it perfectly satisfies manufacturing con-
straints introduced in this work. The blending property of the four so-
lutions can be checked in Fig. 21. Their corresponding ply-panel con-
tinuity ratios are evaluated in Table 3, it is worth mentioning that
similar ply-panel continuity ratios of different optimal results are ac-
ceptable, that is to say the blending property of the four solutions are
very good. The present solution reaches the maximum global blending
property in terms of the present thickness distribution of multiple ply
orientations, which can be verified by the GSLB method [21]. Hence,
the GBM is an efficient tool to guide the design for maximizing blending
property. Incorporating with the GBM, the TCSDF is simplified and its
computational cost is reduced significantly. For the 18-panel problem,
it needs no more than 1 s using Matlab 2016b on a desktop computer
Fig. 19. Improvement of global blending property: (a) y cross-sections of optimal solution 1; (b) y cross-sections of optimal solution 2; (c) x cross-sections of optimal solution 1; (d) x
cross-sections of optimal solution 2.
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with an i7-6700 K CPU (4 cores, 4.00 GHz) and a 32 GB RAM to find the
optimal solution.
7. Conclusions
In this work, a mathematical model for the optimization of tapered
composite structures is constructed. The objective is to minimize the
weight accounting for the buckling and manufacturing constraints, in
which several new constraints for ply drops and their corresponding
detection techniques are introduced. Based on the framework proposed
in Part I of this work, to improve the design flexibility and feasibility,
characterize the global blending property and guide the design process,
a global blending model (GBM) is proposed to address the problems of
addition, deletion and blending of layers, which is a “sensitive para-
meter” for the global blending property. The new tapered composite
structures design framework is incorporated with the GBM, in which
the add-layer, exchange-blend and sequence-adjustment operations are
revised and enhanced, consequently, reducing the computational cost
of the design process and improving the solution’s blending quality. An
18-panel benchmark problem is adopted to verify the TCSDF. The ob-
tained lightest solution which satisfies manufacturing constraints in-
dicates that it outperformed previous heuristic algorithms with a higher
efficiency. In particular, the GBM can be used as an index to char-
acterize the global blending property or as a tool to guide the maximum
blending design of tapered composite structures. Future work should
Fig. 20. Variation of ply-panel continuity ratio
in design process.
Table 3
Comparison of different optimal solutions: ply numbers, weights and ply-panel continuity
ratios.
Panel Fan [24] Yang [25] Irisarri [26] Present solution
1 34 34 34 34
2 28 28 30 28
3 24 22 22 22
4 20 20 18 20
5 16 16 18 16
6 24 22 22 22
7 20 20 18 20
8 26 26 26 26
9 38 38 38 38
10 36 36 38 36
11 30 30 30 30
12 28 28 30 28
13 22 22 22 22
14 20 20 18 18
15 26 26 26 26
16 32 32 30 32
17 20 20 18 20
18 24 24 22 24
Total layers 468 464 460 462
W(kg) 29.0028 28.8167 28.8539 28.7236
C 0.7767 0.8174 0.8003 0.7843
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focus on introduction of other mechanical requirements such as
strength and strain constraints in the TCSDF, and efforts should be made
to formulate the design procedures mathematically.
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Appendix A
In the manufacturing constraints, some are imposed implicitly in the design process, for instance: the symmetry (CT1), covering (CT8) and
continuity layers (CT9). However, the other constraints are detected via special developed computer programs. The procedures to detect the
manufacturing constraints CT2-CT7 are introduced as follows, in which parameters are predefined in Section 2.1.
Fig. 21. Blending property comparison of different solutions: (a) Fan [24]; (b) Yang [25]; (c) Irisarri [26]; (d) Present solution.
Fig. A1. Detection of contiguity and simultaneous ply drops in stacking sequence matrix Ω.
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θr , the ply numbers of njθr and −nj
= ≠ ° ° = … = …−n n θ j P r M, 0 or 90 , 1,2, , , 1,2, ,jθ j θ rr r (A.1)
CT3. Contiguity. A variable Numj is used in Eq. (A.2) to represent the number of successive layers with the same ply orientation in stacking
sequence ζj (j=1,2,…,P). The number of plies in panel j is nj, and the constraint is detected by the procedure in Eq. (A.2): if vio_CT3 ≠ 0, the
constraint CT3 is violated. Similarly, for the following constraints, the vio_CTi has the same meaning.
(A.2)
CT4. Disorientation. The disorientation constraint is detected via Eq. (A.3).
(A.3)
CT5. Contiguity ply-drop number limit DN≤ 2. Since every shared layer is in a row in the stacking sequence matrix, it is convenient to detect the
contiguity ply drop numbers for any two adjacent panels i and j, the numbers are detected via the procedure presented in Eq. (A.4). It assumes that
the current shared layer row number is k, i is the current panel, j is the adjacent panel of panel i. As shown in Fig. A.1, contiguity ply-drop number is
detected in a yellow dashed box, where kup and kdown are the stacking positions above and below the ply drop respectively.
CT6. Simultaneous ply-drop limit. This constraint can be detected via Eq. (A.5), and it is detected in a red dashed box in Fig. A.1, where kup and
kdown are the same with those of Eq. (A.4).
(A.4)
(A.5)
CT.7 Ply orientation mismatch limit − ≤n hΔ Δ 2. This constraint is detected by Eq. (A.6).
CT2. Balance. Balance constraint is shown in Eq. (A.1), if  j
θr ≠n nj− 
ζj (j = 1,2,…,P).
θr should be adjusted in the stacking sequence
21
(A.6)
Appendix B. Supplementary data
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compstruct.2017.11.062.
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